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DISCLAIMER
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Introduction

Ever wanted to know everything about batch? I don't mean the basics, I mean 

EVERYTHING. 

Well, you will learn all of these soon , by the time the session ends i will leave 

you stuffed with information. By the end of this, your brain will be 

overflowing with knowledge. So keep your mind relax and just enjoy batch overflowing with knowledge. So keep your mind relax and just enjoy batch 

programming .In short 

welcome to programming world :D



What is Batch

now this is my question that 

do you guys know what is 

batch???????????batch???????????

don't worry in next slide you will know 

well.



Batch is a scripting language. Using Batch Programming you will 

write a batch file, a compiled text file containing commands that will 

run in order. 

The name "Batch" was given to this language because a batch file 

contains a bundle or batch of commands. Batch files were made to 

finish tasks in a shorter period of time. Batch files also keep your 

operating system working.operating system working.

In every windows operating system, there is a least one batch file that 

is crucial to the operation of Windows. 



Requirements for batch

What are requirements for batch programming ?So, most of you may know that all 

languages have requirements. Usually some special program. For example, C++ requires 

an IDE and a Compiler to work. You must be thinking that to learn batch programming you 

must have known all core concepts of programming , then the answer is

Hell 

Noooooooo

Not at all. All you need is:-

1- Will to learn-

2- Notepad .



Writing batch file

Your first batch file The first batch 

command is @echo off 

Now what does this line do Now what does this line do 

?????????????

any ideas



@echo and echo commands

it stops your batch file from showing file paths. It makes your program look professional. 

Just make sure you have this in the first line of notepad i.e when you open cmd then it 

opens with path for example

C:\program files\new folderC:\program files\new folder

by applying echo off , the path will hide automatically from the cmd screen ,

Few guys in here definitely know about printf function of c language . what is the job of 

printf function ....similar here Now, if you wanted your program to say something you 

have to use echo command. If I wanted my program to say "Hello World!”… I would type 

this:

echo "Hello World"



Pause command

Now let's us turn to next command Pause command 

what it will do and why we use it 

the answer is , 

suppose if you are making a batch file to show hello world as we already did in prevous

slide then it will disappear as soon as it comes on screen so to make it stay we have to 

use 

pause command , now let's see how to do it

@echo off 

echo "Hello world"

pause 

So what actually happens when the pause command is processed during the run? Well, 

your batch file will pause and a message will appear. Your batch file will say "Press any 

key to Continue." Then when you press a key, it will move on to the next line of code. If 

there is no code left, the batch file will close.



how to run batch program? 

Well, first you have to save it. 

you have to save it as a batch file! To do this, follow these three 

simple steps.

Step 1: Go to File > Save as

Step 2: Name your file but at the end of the name, insert ".bat" or 

your batch file will not 

work at all. For example, I can name it "My Program.bat" and that 

would work. 

Step 3: For the "Save as Type" select "All Files" not "Text Files."

This is most important. If you don't do this, it will be saved as a text 

document.



Now you can open the file that you saved .

Sometimes it doesn't open on few systems , If it does not open, right click the file 

and 

select "Run as Administrator." 

If it does run but it just closes automatically, then there is an error in the source 

code you 

wrote. Go back and check that again.

How to Edit  Batch File Again?How to Edit  Batch File Again?

Just right click your batch file and click "Edit." It will then open up in notepad. 

Make your 

changes and then go to File > Save. Then close notepad and run your batch file 

again. All 

your changes should come into action.



How to change batch file's Title name
Run your batch file again and look at the title. 

It is C:/windows/system32/cmd.exe. Why? 

Well, when we run our batch file, it calls command prompt. Our batch file is run in 

command prompt. So cmd (command prompt) is the framework for our batch file. But 

how do we change this? 

For changing the title of batch file ,we need to do this\

@echo off

title First batch file

echo Hello World!

pause

and save it as title.bat by the same method i mention above 



Color Command

What it will do  ?

it will change the background or font according to your wish , why to always work on 

same black and white boring screen ,Let's have our own customize background color and 

font color :D font color :D 

Here are hexadecimal codes for specific colors , 

0 = Black

1 = Blue

2 = Green

3 = Aqua

4 = Red

5 = Purple

6 = Yellow

7 = White

8 = Gray

9 = Light Blue



A = Light Green

B = Light Aqua

C = Light Red

D = Light Purple

E = Light Yellow

F = Bright White

Now please let me show you how to do this 

simply we will do what we already did till now and just edit a new command 

@echo off

title My Program

color 0acolor 0a

echo Hello World!

pause



before starting with more useful commands let me ask you do you know about loading 

effect concept of batch file , 

it is just a fun to show the user that the batch is loading something however it was just a 

trick 

here loading is like this

loading .

loading..

loading ...

loading ....

now this is just step how it works but it will compile together to show the effect and on 

screen you will see it like this 

loading .........



let me show you a batch file how it actually looks

now let is discuss about it , what is the coe responsible for this loading effect

it is simple just use this command 

ping localhost -n 2 >nul

Now what does that do? Well first of all, it pauses your program without the pause 

message ("Press any key to continue"). It does not display the pause message because of 

the "nul." But for how long will it pause? You choose! In this example it will only pause 

for 2 seconds. You can change that 2 to any amount of seconds, but do not change it to 1. 

Why? Well sometimes the batch file glitches and the loading effect is not shown. So how 

would you do the loading effect? Well, let me just write the source code and I will explain 

it.



and how to use , here it is

@echo off

title My Program

color 0a

echo Loading.

ping localhost -n 2 >nul

cls

echo Loading..

ping localhost -n 2 >nul

cls

echo Loading...

ping localhost -n 2 >nulping localhost -n 2 >nul

cls

echo Hello World!

Pause

Ok so what is going on here? Let me explain. First of all, the batch file says "Loading." 

and then it pauses for 2 seconds (very quick seconds). After that 2 seconds, it clears the 

batch file and then it displays "Loading.." so it appears as if the dots or increasing. So, cls

clears the screen.



START command
do you guys ever wanted to make a program that automatically open software or any 

website or administrative controls and much more on just a single click? Well, all you 

need to do is use the start command! But this command can get confusing. You must add 

file paths to make the program start up. Most default programs (example Notepad and 

Internet Explorer) don't need additional file paths. You just need to use the name of the 

file. So for example, I will open up notepad direct by clicking batch file

@echo off

start notepad.exe



If I wanted to open up firefox.exe, you would use this:

@echo off

start firefox.exe

If you wanted to open up a specific website you would use this (but with the link 

changed):

start iexplore http://www.google.com

or 

start  http://www.google.comstart  http://www.google.com

or 

start www.google.com

all of this will work .

in this 

start www.google.com

here google will open in default browser 



Now, what if you wanted to open up a picture? You need to find the location of the file. 

So how do you do this? Well, all you need to do is right-click the file and select 

"Properties." Then look for the file location.



so I now know where it is located. THAT IS NOT ALL YOU NEED! You also need the 

file name with the extension. The file I was looking at was name "2" and it was a .png file 

so I would add "2.png" to the end of the directory we just found. So, if I wanted to open 

up that specific picture, I would use:

Start C:\Users\Chamantha\Desktop\2.png  

hmmm itz interseting stuff , isn't it 

now before proceeding to next command  if you now before proceeding to next command  if you 

have questions then please ask and i will 

try to answer them as much i could :)



Now we are moving to one of important concept in programming 

and that is LOOPS

These are pretty useful when you think about it. Ever wanted your batch file to do 

something forever? Instead of copying and pasting lines over and over again, you can just 

use a loop. All you need is two commands to make a loop. Those two commands are the label (: 

any name) command and the goto command. So let me show you an example.

@echo off

:greet

echo greetings!

goto :greetgoto :greet

Ok so the ":greet" is a label. You have to use the colon (:) and then name the label. I named my 

label  as "Greet." 

by doing this i just set the start of the loop. 

Then where do I close the loop? 

where i use the goto command. I inserted goto :greet because I want the program to go to 

greet . And "greet" was set with the label. So when the program gets to "goto :greet" it will 

go back to the label "greet." So whatever code is inside the loop will repeat over and over 

again. So in the example I showed you earlier, the batch file will display "greetings!" over 

and over again. 



Now this command also have two phases , one 

positive phase and one negative phase . so be 

careful. For example, if you make the batch file 

start notepad over and over again or an 

application , your computer will eventually crash. 

The example I showed you 

is harmless.



User Variables/Interaction

Now this is one of the most important set of 

commands that I am going to show you. 

set /pset /p

if

goto

marker/label

exit

now we will learn how to use all of them



first let us talk about set/p
if we want to allow user to enter something or interact with our program then we use set/p 

to take input from user 

how to do it 

@echo off

echo enter hello to make me say welcome guest !

echo enter bye to make me say good bye , have a nice day !

set /p greet= 

if %greet% == hello goto welcomeif %greet% == hello goto welcome

if %greet% == bye goto bye

:welcome 

echo welcome guest !

pause 

exit

:bye

echo good bye , have a nice day !

pause

exit



Points to remember "while taking input from user then don't use space between variable 

and = " otherwise it will automatically closes as i told in starting due to error 

this will be error in syntax

here greet is our variable name 

to set greet as a variable name and take input we use set /p greet=

it is similiar to scanf function of c language

then we are using if control statement or command to control the flow of program

here 

i set if %greet% == hello goto welcome

i.e if geet is equals to hello , (double equals to use for equal sign ) then it will go to i.e if geet is equals to hello , (double equals to use for equal sign ) then it will go to 

welcome 

and then i set welcome as a label and prepare itz body as we already did in previos slides,

exit command is used so that it will exit automatically after pause 



now we will talk about if not command 

@echo off

title if not command

:pas

set /p protection= enter password:

if %protection% == pass goto correct

if not %protection% == pass goto incorrect

:correct

cls

echo your pass is correct , 

pause pause 

exit

:incorrect

cls

echo sorry please enter correct password

pause 

cls

goto pas

here i make a loop , if user enter an incorrect pass it will automatically call again for 

correct password



in previous slides we learnt about how to use direct input set /p variable , now we are 

going to learn how to set our own variable and before batch file runs it let the used change 

the variable name any time

to set variable we use set command then variable name 

set var= Default 

i am keeping it default here , you can choose any name according to your convenience 

now let me show you how to use this command 

@echo off

set var= Default

echo enter another variable name so that it changes automaticallyecho enter another variable name so that it changes automatically

set/p var=

echo your variable name is %var%!

pause

here we use a variable name var , then took an input from user , and then we assign that 

value to the variable . so while we call variable it automatically overrides default variable 

name to the name put by user 



now we are going to learn about directors , delete command and rename command 

Directors 

this is basically a greater then sign (>)

let us understand it with a example 

@echo off

title director 

echo hello! > hello.txt

pause

exit

what it will do? any guess what it will do? any guess 

????????/

it will add hello in the new file in same directory in a txt file .

now what will happen if we click on this batch file again and again then will the hello word 

repeat itself of will the multiple txt files generate on directory ??????

no because we used only 1 director , so it will create a new file or overwrite an existing file 

for entering an message multiple times we need to use double directors

@echo off

title director 

echo bye bye! >> bye.txt

pause

exit



Let us know more about directors and i.e

Variable in directors 

example

@echo off

title variables in director 

set name= testing

echo %name% > hello.txt

pause

exit

another example for constructing multiple files with single batch file another example for constructing multiple files with single batch file 

@echo off

title multiple files

set /p name= enter the name of your file:

set /p ext= enter the extenstion of your file:

echo. > %name%.%ext%



or want to make different files at same time then 

@echo off

title multiple files

:a

set /p name= enter the name of your file:

set /p ext= enter the extenstion of your file:

echo. > %name%.%ext%

goto :a

echo. means emptyecho. means empty



There are some commands that are pretty dangerous. In this section we will cover the del 

(delete) command and the ren (rename) command.

Del (Delete)

This command is really easy to use. If I wanted to delete that photo that I opened earlier 

(C:\Users\Chamantha\Desktop\2.png), 

I would use this:DELETE command ---------

we use del for delete command

what you actually need to delete any file , is the path of the file

i want to delete bye.txt i want to delete bye.txt 

so first i will find its path and then put it in front of delete command 

that's it

and when i run batch file the txt file will be deleted 

Ren (Rename)
What if I wanted to rename that file instead? Let's pretend I did not delete it. If I wanted to 

change the name of a text file from 1.txt to 2.txt, I would again need to find the location of the 

file. and then simply put in front of ren file

example

Code:

ren C:\Users\Aryan\Desktop\1.txt 2.txt



Let us move on to next topic 

ENVIRONMENT variables 

there are two types of environment variables 

1 static environment variables and are predefined on the system 

2 dynamic variables these can change all the time 

let us see an example 

@echo off@echo off

echo %HOMEDRIVE%

pause

it will show my default drive , it did something that i didn't set yet 

List of static environment variable in windows 7 , remember it differ 

from windows to windows




